Python has evolved to become the most popular language for data science. It sports state-of-the-art libraries for analytics and machine learning, like Sci-Kit Learn. However, Python lacks the computational performance that a industrial system requires for high frequency real time predictions.
INTRODUCTION
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Python's lacking performance is due to multiple factors, including overhead from being interpreted and dynamically typed. Horizontal scaling via parallelism could improve performance, however only multiprocessing can produce true gains. For example, Python's multi-threading suffers severe performance penalties due to the global interpreter lock (GIL) [2] .
In this paper we describe a simple technique for delegating time consuming preprocessing tasks to a C++ based component, embedding python for the machine learning parts; this scheme enables both high execution performance and fast prototyping. Our architecture is modular and can be used as is for a variety of models.
We have deployed this platform in programmatic display advertising for ranking available ad campaigns based on user attributes. When a user clicks a banner there is opportunity to optimize the target url, called the landing page, based on the user's profile. The available time window is 200ms. The list of potential campaigns is rapidly malleable, thus one classifier per campaign is required, predicting the potential for conversion given a user feature vector. These classifiers where build using Sci-Kit Learn [14] . Our first exclusively Python based prototype managed to predict on 100 models per 200ms. Our proposed implementation design achieved prediction on up to 500 models per available hardware thread, and almost linear scalability till up to a point for performance convergence.
RELATED WORK
Recently a lot of research is conducted on improving the performance of predictive systems utilizing Machine Learning. Such examples is binary inference optimization by NVIDIA [13] ; it optimizes models built with a variety of frameworks and converts them into binary executable engines. TensorRT is such an optimizer [5, 12] . It performs fusion of either sequential layers, or layers sharing the same data input. However, such tools support a constrained set of features, which could prove suboptimal in certain cases.
Tensorflow [1] is a well known deep learning framework. Tensorflow Serving [1] is a production tool for optimally serving deep learning models. As with most other deep learning tools, Tensorflow-Serving's performance gains are dependent on the availability of expensive state-of-the-art GPU based hardware infrastructure. Such solutions are not always affordable for small applications of predictive systems.
Several other projects have targeted optimized deployment of Machine Learning and Deep Learning applications using distributed systems and parallelism Most of these solutions have targeted high scale systems and offer competitive performance at the cost of development and equipment cost. Li et. al. propose a parameter server for distributing the load and improving scalability [11] . MXNet [3] is a multi-language machine learning development library, which combines the benefits of multiple established frameworks and is designed for distributed deployment. MLbase [8] is a development framework with simplified APIs. Finally Lee et.al. [10] propose STRANDS, a novel parallelization runtime for improved distributed machine learning.
IMPLEMENTATION
The platform consists of 2 main components. The primary C++ process and the Python workers. The primary process includes the request server, a request buffer, the prediction handlers, and the in-memory classifier database. The Python workers are implemented via multiprocessing each with access to the classifier database in inter-process shared memory. Figure 1 depicts the overall design.
Request Server
We implemented a typical high performance REST server for handling incoming requests. This server will accept multiple simultaneous requests, filter for correctness, decompose into fine grained tasks which are then placed on the request buffer. It will also gather the predictions, package into a single JSON structure which will be returned to the client.
A single request can be translated to a set of predictions over N number of classifiers. Thus N tasks will be generated. In the end the array of predictions will sorted on probability, trimmed to a configurable length, converted into a JSON array, and transmitted back to the client.
Request Buffer
The request buffer acts as a bag of tasks for the Prediction Handlers. Since the depth of the task tree is always 1, tasks will not recursively generate other tasks, it made sense to use a single centralized buffer instead of other techniques like work dealing. It also simplified handling of the resulting predictions. A single buffer allows for results to be stored in the same data structures used for the initial task, which the buffer can keep track of. Then once all tasks have completed, the buffer can asynchronously notify the request handler to produce the reply to the client.
Prediction Handlers and Python Workers
Prediction handlers are software threads which act as an interface between the C++ part and the Python Workers. For each spawned handler, there is a corresponding Python Worker. The prediction handler thread will block while a worker is processing a task. Communication between the two components is performed via Unix pipes. The data transmitted include a classifier id and the feature vector. The execution of the task consists of the following steps:
(1) Preprocessing of the feature vector. For example encoding categorical data into binary vectors (2) Acquire the corresponding classifier, get it from the buffer if already preloaded, or load it from disk (3) Perform the prediction. (4) Transmitted the result back to the prediction handler via the same pipe.
Upon receiving a prediction result the Prediction Handler will store it onto the original task's structure and mark the task as completed.
Python Workers can apply two different types of parallelism to scale performance. They can apply the same input feature vector to multiple classifiers (MISD), apply different feature vectors to the same classifier (SIMD), or both simultaneously (MIMD) [4] . Our production deployed version of the system is utilizing both strategies. The server is capable of handling multiple requests at the same time, however all requests are processed in sequence by a single pool of workers. Thus the parallelism model per request is MISD, but due to interleaved requests each worker is applying SIMD, which overall equates to MIMD.
3.3.1 Custom OneHotEncoding. Our test data have been all categorical. A common way to use such data is One Hot Encoding [6, 15] , which converts the feature vector into a binary vector. For each feature F a binary vector V F is constructed with length equal to the amount of potential values of that feature. Thus each element corresponds to a single value. This is done for all features. When encoding the index corresponding to the given value is set to 1 while everything else is 0. The final feature vector is concatenation of those
The typical implementation of the above algorithm initializes each vector V F with zeros, and uses the value itself as the index for the element set to one. This is very fast. However, when the pre-encoded value is a very large id -in the hundreds of thousands or even millions -it can create very sparse vectors with most elements never to be set to one. A solution would be to compact the values to a zero-based consecutive indexing. On the one hand, this would benefit memory requirements and prediction accuracy. On the other hand, such mapping would not be linear and would require a lookup for encoding. Moreover, if a request includes a feature value not observed during training, it would not be possible to be encoded. If a value has not been observed during training, it makes sense that the model would not know how to handle it anyway. It would be like facing a novel situation not experienced during a training. Following that logic, our compacted mapping includes one extra column called other. All previously unobserved values are encoded as other.
Continuous Classifier Training
The classifier database is an in-memory key-value storage. The amount of available classifiers can be in the thousands and potentially of multiple MB in size. To optimize memory usage, the DB is complemented with a fixed size buffer for preloaded classifiers. On insert into a full buffer, the LFU replacement policy [9] is applied.
The database is comprised by 2 independent implementations, one in C++ and one in Python. However there is a unified mechanism for inserting and removing entries, maintaining the same keys.
The C++ entries include metadata used for preprocessing the feature vectors. The Python entries include the classifier itself and also the custom OneHotEncoder which has been initialized for the observed feature values of each classifier.
To optimize production behavior an automated filesystem monitor was also implemented to automatically detect persisted classifiers that are added or removed. This is important since the proposed system is coupled with a dynamic trainer which continuously trains new classifiers from a stream of live data. Figure 2 outlines the pipeline of the trainer.
Python workers are each a separate process, thus the Python component of the classifier DB lies in interprocess shared memory.
EVALUATION
We evaluated our implementation in isolation on a dedicated server, in order to avoid interference. In all experiments, secondary parameters were set in such a way that wouldn't affect performance. For example the buffer size for preloaded classifier was always large enough to fit all available classifiers. The host system had 64 Hardware Threads of Intel ® Xeon ® CPU E5-4650 v4 and 352GB of RAM.
For all experiments there is 1:1 mapping between Python workers and Hardware threads; albeit placement of threads and processes is left to the default OS scheduler. All performance results are the median of 20 repetitions. Load distribution plots present the actual results of the repetition with the corresponding median execution time. 
Performance
The first experiment is a simple comparison of execution time. We developed and tested 3 different implementations: the initial solely Python based prototype, ii) a Python-based multi-threaded version, iii) the C++-Python embedding with multiprocessing. It is interesting to note the steep of the each curve. For the Python versions, the execution time increases exponentially relative the size of the workload. Our proposed solution scales much better, showing that the cost of switching to Python is constant and independent.
Scalability
We evaluated the scalability of our solution by executing in isolation the same workload while varying the amount of Python Workers. Figure 4 shows the execution time of predicting on 2000 classifiers. The input feature vector -the user's profile -is fixed. The execution time converges after 24 cores to 110ms; this is the minimum execution time our platform achieved on our test hardware. This time was achieved with multiple amounts of Python Workers above 24.
The prediction tasks are independent, thus one would expect continuous speedup improvement. There are 3 suspects for hindering the scalability of our implementation
• The centralized queue for task distribution is synchronized with locks which might be creating a staircase effect We measured the time spent waiting on the lock for each thread at all scales. The total time wait time was Indeed the variance of the distribution of Tasks among workers gets very high at higher scales. Fig. 5 shows the median amount of Tasks executed by each worker, over the total amount of Python Workers; it also includes the standard deviation which at very high scales is almost as much as the median. Fig. 7 shows the exact number of Tasks executed by each worker with 64 Python Workers. The distribution is quite divergent between workers. Fig. 6 shows a much more uniform distribution when using only 12 workers. Since the task queue is centralized, several workers might experience NUMA effects. The time required for a single prediction is around 1ms. Hence, the non-uniform cache transfer latency can potentially be significant relative to the tiny processing time between attempts.
• The pre-and post-processing cost increases proportionally to the scale The amount of data structures allocated is independent to the amount of workers. Furthermore, since each worker executes one task at a time, the same amount of post processing is performed independently of the number of workers.
One point of improvement would be the work distribution mechanism. Non-negligible time is spent allocating new tasks for each worker; packaging prediction tasks in batches would improve performance by reducing dynamic allocations. Using batches workers could run uninterrupted for a longer period of time. This scenario would indeed improve performance overall; however, it would impose a hard limit to the system's capacity for handling concurrent requests.
An alternative solution is the work dealing scheme [7] using a private task queue for each worker. This solution would improve decentralization and load uniformity. However it would burden the busiest thread (the request handler thread) extending the delay between pre-processing and task execution.
CONCLUSIONS
This work proposes a design which combines the speed of C++ for the computationally expensive tasks, with the ease of development of Python for the more experimental Machine Learning tasks. It is a simple to implement solution with widely known components and tools, that provides great performance and scalability benefits.
The future work of this project is firstly extensive testing in production environment with high traffic and fluctuating picks. Moreover, we are testing novel scheduling paradigms for the work distribution aspects to further improve scalability and concurrency.
